
Travel to Africa and Ancient Greece to discover symbols, shapes, and  

designs that turn traditional arms and armor into beautiful works of art.  

Begin in the Arts of Africa Gallery (171 on your map). 

ARMS AND ARMOR
ART  CONNECT IONS   > Recommended for ages 7 and up

HELMET OF CORINTHIAN TYPE, GREEK, ARCHAIC PERIOD, LATER 6TH–EARLY 
5TH CENTURY BC (PROBABLY SHORTLY BEFORE 500 BC). BRONZE. HELEN AND 
ALICE COLBURN FUND. 

Helmet  (Gallery 212 A–B)  

Search for this helmet high up in the middle of the glass case. The helmet is 

made of bronze but looks green. The green is a patina (a chemical reaction  

that happens to bronze metal as it ages). 

>  What does the patina tell you about the age of the helmet? 
 

Study the shape of the helmet.  

>  Which areas of a warrior’s face would be covered and which areas  
     would be exposed?  
 

Now look very carefully at the right side of the helmet to find the engraved bull.  

His head is down as though he is ready to charge.  
>  Why do you think a warrior would choose to place a bull on the helmet?  
>  What might the bull symbolize (stand for)? 
 

Make your best warrior face and imagine  

what it would feel like to wear the helmet.   

>  How would it protect you in a battle? 
 
Explore this case for more images of  

Greek warriors.    
>  Can you find similar looking  
     helmets in the artwork? 

Prestige knife (Gallery 171)  

Find this iron and wood knife. 

>  How do you think this knife would feel in  
      your hand? 

>  Where would you hold on to it? 
 

Knives of this shape could be used as dangerous 

weapons, but the carefully engraved and cut-out 

decorations tell us that it had a special use.  

An important man would carry the knife as a  

symbol (sign) of his power and rank during  

festivals, ceremonies, and dances. 

>  Look around at other knives in this room.  
      What other designs and patterns do you see? 
>  What other symbols of power can you think  
     of? A gavel? A crown? 
 

PRESTIGE KNIFE, AFRICAN, DEMOCRATOC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO, NGOMBE 
AND NGA, MID-20TH CENTURY. METAL, WOOD. GIFT OF TIMOTHY PHILLIPS. 



After your visit

Create your own shield at home. Cut out a large circle from a firm paper like 

poster board or ask an adult to help you cut one out of cardboard. Decorate it 

with some of the designs and symbols you saw today, or create new protective 

and powerful symbols for your shield.  

 

 

SHIELD OF HOPLON TYPE, GREEK, ARCHAIC PERIOD, SECOND HALF OF 6TH CENTURY BC. BRONZE. HELEN AND ALICE COLBURN FUND.

ARMS AND ARMOR   ART CONNECTIONS  > Recommended for ages 7 and up

Shield of hoplon type  (Gallery 212 A–B )  

Now find the big bronze shield to the left of the helmets. This type of shield  

is called a hoplon and the warriors that carried them were called hoplites.  

In battle the hoplites stood side by side and held these shields together to  

create a wall between them and their enemies. Pretend that the gallery  

wall is made of these shields.  

>  How would you get around it?  

>  Would you feel safe behind it?  

>  If you were a hoplite, what would it feel like to carry this shield?

Even though you can’t see any designs on the shield now, curators (museum 

scholars) think that it was once covered in images of Greek gods to protect 

the hoplites in battle. Look around the gallery for pictures of gods and heroes 

that a warrior might put on his shield. Now imagine that you are a hoplite.  

>  What types of things would you put on your shield for protection?  
     Sketch some of your ideas below.
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